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A WORD FROM
THE DEAN OF THE PREPARATORY YEAR

Dear Students,
I am pleased to welcome you to this second issue of your Newsletter and May
Allah continue to bless you all.
You are about to begin a challenging and critical period of your studies, viz.
the final exams. On behalf of everyone at the Deanship, I wish you all the
best and assure you that all of us are committed to offering you a high-quality
education. I urge you to make the most of the numerous opportunities the
Deanship offers particularly in this last lap of your journey towards success. I
am quite certain that you will make use of your potential to achieve success.
It is quite normal to feel stressed before a final exam. For this reason, we
have chosen this theme for this issue of the Newsletter. There is one thing I
would like you, particularly, to do. I want you to beat exam stress. And I am
confident you will. I want you to know that you should not feel stressed, but
if you’re feeling stressed, you’re not alone. I would like to assure you that we
are both ready and willing to provide all the support you need to go through
the coming period and help you grow academically, socially, and personally.
I wish you a successful academic year, and urge you not to hesitate to seek our
guidance and support. All Staff and Faculty members are more than willing
to assist you with academic or any other issues you may face while navigating
through this last lap towards success.
Kind regards,

Dr. Abdulaziz Alfehaid
Dean of the Preparatory Year and Supporting Studies
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EDITORIAL

Here we are… back with another issue of your Newsletter!
The featured article in this issue is about beating exam stress. All of us were
once students, and we all understand perfectly the students’ pre-exam feeling and mood. We want you to reflect on the quote on the front page and
always remember that ‘an expert in anything was once a beginner’.
This issue is privileged to welcome a distinguished guest, namely Dr. Ghazi
Al-Otaibi, Vice President for Academic Affairs who shares profound lessons
from his own life experience which hold great relevance for our students.
It also includes an article with a few handy tips to help you manage exam
stress. This is followed by an interview with the Assistant Head of the English
Department who was interviewed by two of our top achievers in the Rakah
male campus. They asked him a few questions to provide us a window into
his daily activities. Another article focuses on reviving the reading culture
in Saudi Arabia while, on a very humorous note, one author draws a parallel
between the In- N-Out chain of restaurants and the students and teachers
of the Prep. Year. As usual, our students from the female campuses astonish
us with their wonderful creative works and this newsletter showcases some
of their productions in writing, drawing, and painting. Wishing you a happy
and stress-free reading!
Kind regards,

Dr. Saad Torki
Managing Editor
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FEATURED INTERVIEW

Dr. Ghazi: “No one is always successful, but everybody learns from experiences be they good or bad.”
Dr. Ghazi Bin Abdulrahman Al-Otaibi
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Associate Professor, Department of Respiratory
Therapy, College of Applied Medical Sciences
Major: Medical Sciences
Specific Major: Artificial Respiration at the Intensive Care Unit
How many programs does the
University provide and what
are the mechanisms of developing them?
Dr. Al-Otaibi: Undoubtedly, developing Bachelor study programs
is of paramount responsibility for
the University. We have approximately 75 bachelor study programs and all of them are now in
the process of being improved. It
is the policy of the university that
any program that lasts for more
than five years is subject to improvement through meticulous
revision as per the new academic
programs guide.

ty Counselling Unit at the university?
It is the corner stone in the sense
that it smoothly facilitates the
process of transition for students
towards their new university life.
And, despite the fact that it has
been there for only 5 years, the
University Counselling Unit is doing a great job, and more efforts
are expected from staff there to
prepare students adapt to the university environment in the best
possible way and I am fully confident that everyone is doing their
best to achieve great results in this
concern.

What does the Prep. Year
mean to Dr. Al-Otaibi?
The Prep. Year stands at the core
of all colleges at the University. It
represents almost 27% of students’
study load. In other words, a
quarter of the university learning
is taken by students at the Prep.
Year; hence the immense status of
this year and its programs to aptly
enfold the newly- graduated high
school students and adequately
prepare them for their future specializations.

What has the university
achieved in academic accreditation and what is its plan?
In fact, we are following a plain
plan in academic accreditation,
and we accredit about five programs a year. In each period, a
series of programs enter amongst
academic accreditation. I can say
that, in five or six years, we will
have finished with the academic
accreditation of all the university
programs.

What is the destiny of e-learnHow do you view the Universi- ing at the university?

We have the Saudi Electronic University, and the tendency is the
transfer of all the distant learning
programs to this university. We
accepted some students in the last
term, and we will cease acceptance
to the distance learning programs
in compliance with the country’s
organizational plan. Generally speaking, the university has a
great number of e-learning male
and female students.
A final word.
I advise all students to turn any
potential failures to positive experiences. No one is always successful, but everybody learns from
experiences be they good or bad. I
would particularly emphasize two
points from my own experience in
life: Every student has to define a
clear objective and make efforts
to achieve it. A clear objective
backed by hard work and Allah’s
help will certainly ensure success
for all students. I wish success to
all students. I thank the Preparatory Year Deanship for providing
us this informative space, and I
wholeheartedly wish them all success.
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Are you a student experiencing the following about exams:
• Anxiety and worry about your exams and your ability to pass them?
• Low self-confidence about your ability to take exams?
Here is a 5-step guide to survive studying for your exams:
1. Have a plan
Work out how you are going to allocate each day and you will feel
like a huge weight has been lifted
from you as you begin to realise
you can manage these exams.
2. Focus on what
works for you
Some people like to wake up early
and revise, others prefer to stay up
into the early hours. Don’t organise your time based on what other
people seem to be doing or what
appears to be the norm. As long
as you are studying at a time when
you feel fully functional and you
think that you’re getting the most
out of your time that is all that
matters.
3. Seek support
Involve your friends or family with
your revision. They could test you
or you could revise in groups. Talk
to someone if you feel your exam
anxiety is building up and affecting
your health.

4. Stay healthy
Remember that you’re not a machine. Eat healthily and get plenty
of sleep, especially the night before an exam. The most productive
brains are those that rest properly too! Where possible, break up
your revision with some exercise!
Whether it’s a brisk walk or a session in the gym, not only will it let
your mind relax for an hour, you’ll
also get a burst of energy.
5. There is no point
worrying afterward
So you’ve made it to the exam but
afterwards can be just as stressful
as before you took the test. People
saying what they wrote and mak-

ing you worry is not helpful in the
slightest. You’ve done your best
and nothing can be changed now
so getting yourself stressed out is
just a waste of time.
Adapted from Sam Edom, Mind
UK
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INTERVIE

WITH THE ASSISTANT HEAD
OF THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

Students Rayan AlGhamdi (left) and Hassan Ali (right) interviewed Dr. Ajouz and took a selfie.

As students of the English department of
the preparatory year,
we were honored and
privileged to get the
opportunity to interview
Dr. Ajouz. It was a great
and thrilling experience.
We found in him a wise
and very humble man.
However, most students
are not acquainted with
him, and we are extremely thankful that
we were able to converse
with him and let others
know more about him.
Here’s a transcript of our
chat with him.

Interviewers: Could you give
us a glimpse of the Department of English at the Prep.
Year?
Dr. Ajouz: The English Language Department is extremely important in helping our
students’ transition from high
school to the university environment. The Department
always seeks to employ best
practices in teaching and learning strategies through professional development and the
recruitment of highly talented
faculty members. The Department offers two main English
courses for the three different
tracks (i.e. Health, Engineering
and Science): General English
(ENGL 101) and English for

Specific purposes (ENGL 102).
There are three proficiency
levels in each track (Beginner,
Intermediate and Advanced).
The curriculum of the ESP
course differs according to the
respective track. The department is managed through a
number of committees such as
the Professional development,
Examination & Assessment,
Quality Assurance, E- Learning, Curriculum and Recruitment.
Interviewers: What are the
most important functions in
a HOD role and how would
you prioritize them?
- Actually, The HoD has an infinite number of duties within
the department. In a nutshell,
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INTERVIE

WITH THE ASSISTANT HEAD
OF THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

As the English proverb states “no man is an
island” and with this in mind, I have to communicate directly with a variety of people.
these are developing the ESP
curriculum, overseeing exams
and providing professional development sessions for faculty.
The HOD has to deal with issues pertaining to faculty members and students simultaneously. Issues are usually prioritized
according to their seriousness.
Additionally, being proactive
and planning are two important
strategies used to prevent problems.
Interviewers: Being Assistant
Head of the English Department is a job that demands
high organization skills. Could
you tell us how you manage to
“keep on top” of work?
- The English Department creates a flowchart at the beginning
of each academic year that includes all of the responsibilities
and duties of committees and
individuals in each campus.
Henceforth, my job is to supervise the progress of our faculty
members in relation to their
defined responsibilities. As the
English proverb states “no man
is an island” and with this in
mind, I have to communicate
directly with a variety of people
such as the Academic Coordinators, E-learning Coordina-

is to have more than one teacher for each group for the sake of
diversity.

Interviewers: Could you detors, Learning Resource & Sup- scribe a typical day of yours?
port Center Supervisors and the
Dean. In case of any confusion - Pretty much hectic! I start by
or misunderstanding, I provide ensuring that all classes have
guidance, clarification and sup- started smoothly as scheduled
port through emails and regular in all campuses. I also teach
a class from 10 am -12 noon
meetings.
as deep down, I am a teacher
Interviewers: How would you at heart and don’t want to lose
manage the timetable and touch with teaching! After my
what would influence your de- class, I go to my office to take
cisions when selecting which phone calls, reply to emails, restaff should be given which solve any potential issues and
convene meetings with the facgroups?
ulty members and committees.
-One of the prime concerns Moreover, I follow up with coof students is having a flexible ordinators across the 9 different
schedule. To some extent, the locations for both male and feschedule is never appealing to all male campuses. The day is over
of our students due to the large when I am the last one who
number of contact hours and heads home.
the number of subjects that the
students take in the Prep. Year
which is not departmental-specific. With regards to selecting
teachers for English groups, all
of our teachers can teach any
proficiency level and group. It is
never according to the teachers
or students preference. Usually,
the English Department’s policy

Interviewers: How would you
make the English department
an outstanding one?
- The English Department conducts student surveys at the end
of each semester to measure the
efficacy of the curriculum and the
quality of teaching skills used by
teachers. Moreover, teachers are

With regards to selecting teachers for English
groups, all of our teachers can teach any proficiency level and group.
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observed periodically by external quality reviewers. Based on
the feedback we receive, professional development programs
are designed to improve the
teaching and learning qualities
in the department. Additionally, each track conducts student
seminars to discuss unresolved
issues or concerns. The seminars are attended by academic
coordinators and heads of the
departments. These practices
along with ongoing improvements make the department
outstanding.

WITH THE ASSISTANT HEAD
OF THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

The English Language Department is extremely
important in helping our students’ transition
from high school to the university environment

of the programs in the U.S.
One of the challenges that we
are facing is the ongoing improvements of the in-house
ESP textbooks. Furthermore,
supporting learner autonomy
through the E-learning program is another challenge. We
are also considering the possibility of effectively implementing the flipped classroom to
expose students to variety of
Interviewers: What are the resources and modalities.
current strengths and weaknesses of the department?
Interviewers: We are about to
-We pride ourselves on collaborating with experts from highly
reputed international universities and research centres such
as Oxford University Press,
Northern Arizona University,
Centre for Applied Linguistics,
Columbia University among
others. Throughout our collaboration, we have been successful in implementing the best
practices in the field of English
language teaching and learning.
We have also kept our faculty
members up to date with the
latest developments in the filed.
Professor Randi Reppen from
Northern Arizona University
observed that the English Program at IAU is highly developed
and it is even better than some

during their office hours and
via BlackBoard or email.
Interviewers: How flexible are
you regarding students who
might infringe the regulations?

- The rules and regulations at
the department are very strict.
Students at the beginning of
each academic year are oriented
about their rights and responsibilities. The students, by enrolling to IAU, have unconditionaltake our final examinations. ly agreed to follow the student
What advice would you give Code of Ethics and the Univerto Prep. Year students?
sity’s Rules and Regulations. In
the event of any violation, the
- Certainly exams are very disciplinary committee will instressful for students who for vestigate the case in depth and
the first time are introduced to take necessary actions.
tertiary level education. However, our blended English Lan- Interviewers: Thank you for
guage Program ensures to pre- granting us this opportunity
pare and train students through to find out more about the Ena variety of methods of forma- glish department and sharing
tive assessment such as practice your insights to your role in
tests via BlackBoard, Writing the department.
Portfolios, Writing Tutor, and
the OUP’s Digital Learning - You’re welcome. I also thank you
Platform. Moreover, students for your questions and dedicaare offered additional per- tion. Wishing you well with your
sonalized support sessions at final exams!
the LRSC (Learning Resource
and Support Centre). Student
can also contact their teachers
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PREP. YEAR ESP

PROJECTS

As part of the ESP course, students of advanced groups HFC and NFD from the
Health and Nursing Track had the opportunity to participate in an ESP project. This
project allowed them to share information about the Human Digestive System in a
creative way with the community.
Students’ ESP projects involved the creation of a number of posters including different parts of the Human Digestive System and various ways of explanations of the
digestion process.
GROUP HFC and NFD: THE
HUMAN DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
The activity took place on May 1, 2017 in the
café area of Building 300. As an extension of
their classwork, students gave presentations
on projects they made in groups using available simple tools and materials, such as used
cardboard, colored papers and markers, tissue
papers, wool and plastic spoons.
Our posters show how the Human Digestive
System works. This class project was useful and
enjoyable because it gave students the opportu-
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nity to show their creativity by
explaining different functions
to number of parts and organs
within the Human Digestive

system. We felt very proud to
make something by ourselves
using limited resources and
materials within two hours

11
only. We enjoyed working in
groups as we learnt from each
other and discovered that some
of us are talented.
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STORY FROM A STUDENT’S LIFE EXPERIENCE
Written by: Renad

Al Dubaikhi

“Is there any reward for good other than good? *
“Trip number 3522 is about to
close its gates please …” In the
crowded train station in San Diego city, while I was searching
for my papers on a table located
near the tickets window, I heard
a girl begging the ticket seller
to sell her a ticket. She was almost crying. I raised my head to
look out about what happened.
I found out that she was in need
of $20 to complete the full ticket price. When the cashier refused, she walked away with
sorrow. I wanted to help her, so
I called her. She was a teenager
with a fair curly hair and blue
eyes like the color of the sea.
She was wearing a striped shirt
with worn out jeans. I gave her
$20 and said, “Here is the $20,
go and buy your ticket and catch

*Ar-Rahman, verse 60

your train”. She smiled widely
and happily. Her thankfulness
words filled the place, and then
she left running. I went back to
the table waiting for my American friends who were arriving
incessantly. OH hey! Over here!”
I met them and welcomed them.
Then we took a taxi to Brazil
planning for a new adventure.
When we arrived at the passports check office to cross the
borders, something happened
that wasn’t expected at all! .
The officer didn’t accept to grant
me the visa because I was a Saudi
national and I had to get the visa
from Saudi Arabia. My friends
tried to convince him, but he
didn’t accept until the taxi driver whom we were with entered

the room. Suddenly the officer
shouted “Carols! Is that you?”
They hugged each other with
very warmly shaking hands.
My friends and I were looking
to each other surprisingly for
the unexpected relationship between them. Then, he started
telling us the story. “This driver standing in front of you was
able to save my daughter’s life
15 years ago. My daughter was
very sick with a type of contagious disease and no taxi agreed
to take us to the hospital except
him who agreed to take us with
no hesitation. Since then I was
looking for him to do him a favor for what he did and the time
finally arrived. Then he agreed
to grant me the visa to Brazil.
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FEATURED STUDENT ARTICLES
IAU Prep. Year Student Life is happy to feature the talents of a number of students who have produced the following written compositions. Most of these contributions have been received from
beginner level students. We are immensely proud of you!

A Small Amount Of Money My Best Friend
Written by: Arwa Al Damnan, DCC
is a Good Idea
Written by: Shouq

Safem, Qatif

Giving a small
amount of money
to people is a good
idea. Helping each
other by giving anything that we don’t
need is a good way
to help people who
are in need. A small
amount of money can help people get what they need,
such as food, clothing or housing. The greatest need is
food because without eating what gives your body energy you will be weak and sick.
Giving a small amount of money to people could help
many families who are in need. For example, meeting
with your friends and encouraging them to give a small
amount of money can help many families who are in
need to get food or clothing. Donating food is the best
idea to help people because they need what gives their
body energy.
In the end, giving a small amount of money could help
many families who are in need. Donating food it could
be a good way to help people from being weak and sick.
People need what gives them energy to be alive as long
as they can.

Friendship is the most beautiful relationship
between people, and this relationship is established on respect, friendship, and cooperation between you and your friend.
My best friend’s name is Fatima. Her age is
20. I met her five years ago. She has three
brothers and three sisters. Our relationship
is based on respect, cooperation and love. I
love my friend a lot, and I hope that our relationship will continue forever.
Friendship is a form of expression of brotherhood, and with friends, you enjoy your
time more. I love spending time with my
friends.

My Father
Written by: Bushra

Ali AlGhamdi, DCC

My role model in life is my father. I have never seen a man like him in the whole
universe. He has strong opinions, and he makes good decisions. He gives us a wide
space of freedom to make up our minds on the issues that we are concerned about in
our lives. He can be serious, warm and affectionate all the time. He is so educated,
and I’ve learnt many important ethics and values that motivate me to succeed in life
from him. He stimulates us to give our best to the world. He demands that we obey
Allah’s rules. My father is the sunshine of our lives and keeps us going.
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By: Ms.

Nancy L. Rafalko
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SAUDI ARABIA QUIZ
By: Mr.

Gareth Morgan & SMJ

1. What is the size of Saudi Arabia?
a) 2,150, 000 km2
b) 3,150, 000 km2

c) 4,150, 000 km2

2. What is the population?
a) 27 million 		
b) 32 million

c) 37 million

3. What is the average summer temperature?
a) 45 °C			
b) 50 °C		
c) 55 °C
4. How many provinces are there?
a) 13 			
b) 23			

c) 33

5. How much of the population is under 25 years old?
a) 25%			
b) 50%		
c) 75%
6. Which is the fourth most populated city?
a) Jeddah		
b) Mecca		
c) Medina
7. Which medal did the basketball team win at the 1999 Asian Championship?
a) gold			
b) silver		
c) bronze
8. How many countries does Saudi Arabia have a border with?
a) 7			
b) 8			
c) 9
Answers:

Bronze; 8. Chocolate
45 °C; 4.13; 5. 50%; 6. Medina; 7.
1. 2,150, 000 km2; 2. 27 million; 3.
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Complete the crossword below
1

Irregular Verbs Quiz
2

Complete the crossword below

3
4

5

6

7

8
9

10

11
12

Answers:
Irregular Verbs
Name :
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Acro ss

Do wn

2. I ____ the baby in he r crib. (past te nse of 'lay')

1. She had ____ in be d for thre e days be fore she

(la id)
4 . The y _____ taking turns riding the bike . (past
te nse of 'be (am/is/are )') (we r e )

finally got up. (past participle of 'lie ') (la in )
3. Past te nse of 'se nd' (se n t )
5. I have not ___ in thre e days. (past te nse of

Created with TheTeac hers Co rner.net Cro s s wo rd Puz z le Generato r

Acro ss
2. I ____ the baby in he r crib. (past te nse of 'lay')
4 . The y _____ taking turns riding the bike . (past
te nse of 'be (am/is/are )')
5. The sun _____ brightly through the window. (past
participle of 'shine ')
7. She had alre ady ______ the e xam. (past
participle of 'take ')
8 . Past te nse of 'shake '
9 . Past te nse and past participle of 'buy'
11. Past participle of 'write '
13. Past participle of 'wake '
14 . Past participle of 'do'
15. Past participle of 'swim'

Do wn

5. The sun _____ brightly through the window. (past
participle of 'shine ') (sho n e )
7. She had alre ady ______ the e xam. (past

'sle e p') (sle p t )
6. She has not _____ him for what he did. (past
participle of 'forgive ') (fo r g ive n )

participle of 'take ') (t a k e n )
8 . Past te nse of 'shake ' (sho o k )

8 . Past te nse of 'se e ' (sa w)
9 . Past participle of 'bite ' (bit t e n )

9 . Past te nse and past participle of 'buy' (bo ug ht )
11. Past participle of 'write ' (wr it t e n )
13. Past participle of 'wake ' (wo k e n )

10 . She has ____ the picture in thre e diffe re nt
place s. ( past participle of 'hang') (hun g )
12. Past te nse of 'fre e ze ' (fr o z e )

14 . Past participle of 'do' (do n e )
15. Past participle of 'swim' (swum)

14 . The y had _____ all of the milk by the time we
arrive d at the party. (past participle of 'drink')
(dr un k )

1. She had ____ in be d for thre e days be fore she
finally got up. (past participle of 'lie ')
3. Past te nse of 'se nd'
5. I have not ___ in thre e days. (past te nse of
'sle e p')
6. She has not _____ him for what he did. (past
participle of 'forgive ')
8 . Past te nse of 'se e '
9 . Past participle of 'bite '
10 . She has ____ the picture in thre e diffe re nt
place s. ( past participle of 'hang')
12. Past te nse of 'fre e ze '
14 . The y had _____ all of the milk by the time we
arrive d at the party. (past participle of 'drink')
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How Bitter-Sweet It Is
By:

Jeff Laune

(Academic Coordinator, Male Science and
Engineering Tracks)
In America, there is a
restaurant chain called InN-Out. They make burgers
and fries that aren’t much
different from any other
place in America but they’ve
earned a following for being
fast and good. Maybe an InN-Out burger isn’t the best
burger in the world but it’s
the best you can get fast. I
always think of In-N-Out
when I think of Prep-Year
Programs. Students come
in and at the end of the year
they go out. Teachers get
one year to get to know their
students before they fly away
into the future and we never
see them again. In
and out. And all we
teachers can hope is
that we’ve fulfilled
our
in-and-out
promise; that we’ve
done as much we
can do with the
time that we have.
One year is not a
very long time.
With classwork
and tests and essays and assignments, it’s almost

impossible for us to get to
know thirty or forty students
in just one short year. Still,
there are always the characters that stand out. That one
student in every class who
just can’t sit still and gets
up in the middle of class to
walk around the classroom
aimlessly. The guy who sits
in back who has still never
bought the text book, lost
his ID six months ago and
forgot what day class is. The
quiet boy who knows all
the answers -- sometimes
answers the teacher doesn’t
even know -- but never talks
and gets perfect

scores on the tests. The one
who can’t stop talking -- who
even when he’s told to stop
says “Sorry teacher, never
again.” Never usually lasts
about five seconds. We get
to know them as well as we
can before the school year
evaporates into summer.
As this year ends, know that
we will miss you all and we
wish you the best as you go
forward into your futures.
Of course, that’s why I always hope that all of my students fail their tests. So I get
to see them in summer too!
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Reviving the Reading Culture in Saudi Arabia
By:

Azhar Zafar

(Academic Coordinator, Male Health Track)
Albert Einstein was asked once
how we could make our children
intelligent. His reply was both
simple and wise. “If you want your
children to be intelligent, he said,
“read them fairy tales. If you want
them to be more intelligent, read
them more fairy tales.” He said
that because he understood the
value of reading and imagining.
How many of us read our children
fairy tales or any other story? I
know, the answer will be very disappointing. It can be said without
any shadow of doubt that reading
proficiency, I mean reading literature, has fallen greatly among all
societies. It has
fallen the worst
among Arab societies.

It has fallen the worst among men.
According to a survey, an Arab individual on average reads a quarter of a page a year compared to
the 11 books read by an American
and 7 books by a British person.
“If we adopt the minimum average time that youth is on the internet, that gives us 365 hours a year,
and if we compared that with the
average time an individual Arab
spends reading, which is 6 minutes a year, then the difference between the two becomes clear, and
the importance of the internet in
youth’s lives becomes apparent,”
revealed in a report.
This is a disturbing situation and
it’s not likely to get better. Why isn’t
it likely to get better? This is rather scary. Let’s take the example of
Saudi Arabia where billions of riyals are allocated to the education
sector but nevertheless education
standards
lack competitiveness.
Being part

of an educational institution, I
admit that students are provided
with a lot of facilities like smart
boards and E-podium in classrooms. What is not provided is the
motivation to read and imagine.
The question is why does it happen? First, something isn’t happening in schools in Saudi Arabia. Teachers give information
just to pass the quizzes and tests.
Somehow, they are not connecting
reading with the expectation of
pleasure and the sense that reading is necessary component of a
life of self-realization, of exploration of who you are and what your
individual potential is.
Second, and this isn’t arguable,
Saudi society, like other societies, is now surrounded by a great
welter of electronic devices. When
you leave the house, you have your
smart phone or iPad, so there is
now an opportunity or a risk-depending on how you want to
define
it-of never cutting off this
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Reviving the Reading Culture in Saudi Arabia
predetermined flow of electronic How can we fix the problem? How
entertainment, of which you are can we motivate our children and
largely a passive consumer.
adults to read literature, in Arabic or English Language--literature
Third, parents don’t teach their kids that awakens, enlarges, enhances
to read. One way to cultivate the and refines our humanity in a way
love of reading in a child is to make that almost nothing else can. Franz
sure that there are several books of Kafka once said that the book is the
many kinds around. The Common axe by which we break open the froSense Media report agrees, “Parents zen seas within us. That metaphor is
can encourage reading by keeping very true. We tend, by our very naprint books in the home, reading ture, to be encased in our own egos.
themselves, and setting aside time What literature does-nowhere more
daily for their children to read.” If powerfully than in fiction-is put us
you ever happened to go to a su- in the inner lives of other people in
permarket, hospital, parks or any the dailyness of their psychological,
other public place, just look around social, economic and imaginative
for a moment, you will see parents existence.
and children, unaware of their surrounding, with their eyes glued to First, we (parents, teachers, and the
their phones, iPads, tablets and oth- government) have to acknowledge
er gadgets, playing games, chatting that the problem exists. Governon Whatsapp or posting comments ment must give as much imporon facebook. By the way, good read- tance to middle and high school
ing behavior has nothing to do with education as they give to higher
technology. E-readers, tablets, lap- education. From elementary level,
top screens are all capable of deliv- government has to initiate reading
ering long-form text. Books have programs to encourage and monothing to do with paper. In other tivate students to read a variety of
words you can say “Books matter: books. Teachers will have to inculhow kids read them doesn’t.”
cate in their pupils an interest of
reading by creating a reader friend-

ly atmosphere.
Second, we have to acknowledge
that to solve the problem we have
to do something different. We cannot expect to solve a problem that
is growing worse every day, every
year, by doing the same thing. We
have to convince our children that
libraries are the gates to the future.
It is so unfortunate that local authorities injecting a lot of money in
shopping malls and other luxuries
but nobody bothers to invest in cultivating reading habit in children.
They are stealing from the future to
pay for today. ‘They close the gates
that should be open.’
Finally, we parents have an obligation to read aloud to our children.
To read them those stories we don’t
enjoy anymore. To do the voices, to
make it interesting and real, and not
to stop reading to them just because
they learn to read themselves. Turn
off the TV, and if possible, your cell
phones too, and use reading-aloud
time as bonding time, as time when
no phones are being checked, when
the distractions of the world are put
aside.

A Message from the Rayyan Campus
By: Dr.

Taghreed A. Almuqayteeb

Vice Dean Prep. Year Rayan College
I am quite excited and honored to have seen all
of you develop and grow into outstanding students of the Prep. Year Science Track. Our mission has always been to prepare our students for
university life, develop their skills in an attractive environment and stimulate their creativity
through the curriculum, effective teaching strategies and unique activities. As faculty members,

we are here to support all of you to ensure you
reach your fullest academic potential especially during this critical exam period. We will be
working hard to provide you high-quality education that you all deserve and wish you the very
best of luck in the upcoming exams and your future endeavors.
Wishing you all well!
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Hikmat Shagaleih

An old friend of mine - a then
68-year-old Greek petrologist
- who happened to be out and
about in the world, and whose
character impressed me to the
deepest, once exhorted me with
a few inspiring words which
were, I admit, of dramatic impact on the chart of my life.
One day, he said, “ If you hold
a real desire to learn, my son
(I was only twenty-four then),
don’t waste any moment. Get
yourself a sort of notebook and,
right away, without the least
procrastination, approach your
seniors in age and experience
with the inquisitiveness of a

RESPECT the elderly when you’re
YOUNG
HELP the weak when you’re
STRONG
ADMIT your mistakes when you’re
WRONG.
Because one day, you will grow
OLD, become WEAK
and expect others to show you some
... RESPECT

curious student, ask for their
advice; take down anything and
everything they would tip you
off with. Don’t you ever take for
trifle whatsoever their words
might appear. Do this whenever possible and wherever you
happen to be. By referring to
these notes, later in your life,
you will absolutely find a lot to
learn, plenty to build up upon,
and perhaps to laugh at. Always learn in word and example, and bear in mind that genius is but 1% inspiration and
99% perspiration. And, before
setting off towards your goal,
always recall these question:

What am I doing this for? Am
I really convinced of what I am
doing? Have I exerted the best
of mine? Am I living up to the
expectations of those who gave
me their confidence?”
Yes, indeed. A big “Thank You”
Anstassius. Wherever you are,
I will ever remain obliged and
proud of you.
It was a sheer coincidence
when I opened my old “notes”
last night. The first words that
caught my sight read as follows:
“Do you know, Hikmat? Even
a donkey can be smart enough
to kick a lion, a dead lion of
course” “ I laughed.
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Two groups from SFM and SFL got together and created self-produced
items for their advertisement project that they covered in their listening and speaking class. The students came up with mind-blowing
products that went beyond expectations. All products were designed
and hand made by the students themselves. This depicts originality
and creativity.

May Sulaiman Saleh Alfajhan, DCC
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Noria alasfour, Rayyan:

“I painted this painting to explain how pollution is killing life.”

“Water and air, the two essential fluids on which all life depends, have become global garbage cans” .
Jacques Yves Cousteau

Areej Hadi AL-Mebti, Rayyan:
One of my dreams is to be a famous Artist. Below
are some of my paintings.
QUADRATIC FORMULA
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Famous Stress Quotes
Stressed spelled
backwards is
desserts.

Don’t Stress.
Do your Best.
Forget the Rest.

You are CAPABLE of more than
you know.
Success doesn’t
come to you,
You go to it.

LUCK is for the
lazy….
SUCCESS
is for those who
WORK HARD
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PREP. YEAR SOCIAL GATHERING

The Deanship of the Preparatory and Supporting Studies organized a trip to Half Moon Bay in
Al-Khobar to bring faculty members together
in a social environment. The event was an op-

portunity for faculty to get to know each other
better. An award ceremony was also held where
certificates of recognition were handed to faculty.

